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Primer A

Errata Sheet
Location Incorrect Correct

Version 1.0
p. 58 The dictée for chapter 3 includes the word dans, 

which is not taught until chapter 4.
Add the following note below the last dictée line: In this dictée you will 
hear the word dans, which sounds a little like "dah" (but with a nasally 
vowel). Dans means "in."

p. 59 The words un peu and peur do not appear in the 
glossary but are used in the chapter 4 dialogue.

Add the following note on the page: The word peur means "fear," and 
rhymes with un peu, which means "a little."

pp. 118, 181 The phrase parce que is used on p. 121 of chapter 9, 
but the phrase isn't actually introduced until p. 181 
in chapter 15.

Remove the phrase parce que from the chapter 15 Conversation Journal 
and move it to the chapter 9 Conversation Journal.

p. 123 #7 in Ancien Vocabulaire has a typo . Should be: avoir, j'ai

p. 143 The word choisis is used in the dialogue but is not 
included in any of the vocab lists.

Add the following footnote for students: The word choisis means 
“choose.” It is from the verb choisir, which follows the same pattern as 
finir, which you learned in chapitre 3.

p. 151 The word gâteau is used in the Traduction exercise 
in the quiz but it is not included in any of the 
vocab lists.

Add the following footnote for students: The word gâteau means "cake."

pp. 209–210, 212, 217, 
220 

The phrase parce que needs to be moved from the 
chapter 15 Conversation Journal to the chapter 9 
Conversation Journal.

In the vocabulary by chapter list, move parce que from the chapter 15 
Conversation Journal to the chapter 9 Conversation Journal. In the 
alphabetical glossary, change the location number for parce que from 
chapter 15 CJ to chapter 9 CJ. In the categorical vocabulary list, change 
the location number for parce que from 15 to 9.

To find applicable changes, find your 
version of the book listed below (e.g., 
Version 3.4). All changes listed under 
that version and any versions that follow 
(e.g., Version 3.5 and higher) will apply 
to your version.


